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The two-dimensional QED with massless fermions, i.e. the Schwinger model (SM), demon-
strates such phenomena as the dynamical mass generation and the total screening of the
charge [1] . Although the Lagrangian of the SM contains only massless elds, a massive
boson eld emerges out of the interplay of the dynamics that govern the original elds.
This mass generation is due to the complete compensation of any charge inserted into the
vacuum.
In the chiral Schwinger model [2, 3] only the right (or left) chiral component of the
fermionic eld is coupled to the U(1) gauge eld. The left-right asymmetricmatter content
leads to an anomaly. At the quantum level, the local gauge symmetry is not realized by a
unitary action of the gauge symmetry group on Hilbert space. The Hilbert space furnishes
a projective representation of the symmetry group [4, 5, 6].
In this paper, we aim to study the inuence of the anomaly on the physical quantum
picture of the CSM. Do the dynamical mass generation and the total screening of charges
take place also in the CSM? Are there any new physical eects caused just by the left-right
asymmetry? These are the questions which we want to answer.
To get the physical quantum picture of the CSM we need rst to construct a self-
consistent quantum theory of the model and then solve all the quantum constraints. In
the quantization procedure, the anomaly manifests itself through a special Schwinger term
in the commutator algebra of the Gauss law generators. This term changes the nature of
the Gauss law constraint: instead of being rst-class constraint, it turns into second-class
one. As a consequence, the physical quantum states cannot be dened as annihilated by
the Gauss law generator.
There are dierent approaches to overcome this problem and to consistently quantize
the CSM. The fact that the second class constraint appears only after quantization means
that the number of degrees of freedom of the quantum theory is larger than that of the
classical theory. To keep the Gauss law constraint rst-class, Faddeev and Shatashvili
proposed adding an auxiliary eld in such a way that the dynamical content of the model
does not change [7]. At the same time, after quantization it is the auxiliary eld that
furnishes the additional "irrelevant" quantum degrees of freedom. The auxiliary eld is
described by the Wess-Zumino term. When this term is added to the Lagrangian of the
original model, a new, anomaly-free model is obtained. Subsequent canonical quantization
of the new model is achieved by the Dirac procedure.
For the CSM, the correspondig WZ-term is not dened uniquely. It contains the so
called Jackiw-Rajaraman parameter a > 1. This parameter reects an ambiguity in the
bosonization procedure and in the construction of the WZ-term. Although the spectrum
of the new, anomaly-free model turns out to be relativistic and contains a relativistic
boson, the mass of the boson also depends on the Jackiw-Rajaraman parameter [2, 3].
This mass is denetely unphysical and corresponds to the unphysical degrees of freedom.
The quantum theory containing such a parameter in the spectrum is not consistent or, at
least, is not that nal version of the quantum theory which we would like to get.
In another approach also formulated by Faddeev [8], the auxiliary eld is not added,
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so the quantum Gauss law constraint remains second-class. The standard Gauss law is
assumed to be regained as a statement valid in matrix elements between some states of the
total Hilbert space, and it is the states that are called physical. The theory is regularized
in such a way that the quantum Hamiltonian commutes with the nonmodied, i.e. second-
class quantum Gauss law constraint. The spectrum is non-relativistic [9, 10].
Here, we follow the approach given in our previous work [11, 12]. The pecularity of the
CSM is that its anomalous behaviour is trivial in the sense that the second class constraint
which appears after quantization can be turned into rst class by a simple redenition of
the canonical variables. This allows us to formulate a modied Gauss law to constrain
physical states. The physical states are gauge-invariant up to a phase. In [13, 14, 15],
the modication of the Gauss law constraint is obtained by making use of the adiabatic
approach.
Contrary to [11, 12] where the CSM is dened on R
1
, we suppose here that space is a











eld then acquires a global physical degree of freedom represented by the non-integrable
phase of the Wilson integral on S
1
. We show that this brings in the physical quantum
picture new features of principle.
Another way of making two-dimensional gauge eld dynamics nontrivial is by xing
the spatial asymptotics of the gauge eld [16, 17]. If we assume that the gauge eld
dened on R
1
diminishes rather rapidly at spatial innities, then it again acquires a
global physical degree of freedom. We will see that the physical quantum picture for the
model dened on S
1
is equivalent to that obtained in [16, 17].
We work in the temporal gauge A
0
= 0 in the framework of the canonical quantization
scheme and use the Dirac's quantization method for the constrained systems [18]. In
Section 2, we quantize our model in two steps. First, the matter elds are quantized, while
A
1
is handled as a classical background eld. The gauge eld A
1
is quantized afterwords,
using the functional Schrodinger representation. We derive the anomalous commutators
with nonvanishing Schwinger terms which indicate that our model is anomalous.
In Section 3, we show that the Schwinger term in the commutator of the Gauss law
generators is removed by a redenition of these generators and formulate the modied
quantum Gauss law constraint. We prove that this constraint can be also obtained by
using the adiabatic approximation and the notion of quantum holonomy.
In Section 4, we construct the physical quantum Hamiltonian consistent with the mod-
ied quantum Gauss law constraint, i.e. invariant under the modied gauge transforma-
tions both topologically trivial and non-trivial. We introduce the modied topologically
non-trivial gauge transformation operator and dene {states which are its eigenstates.
We dene the exotic statistics matter eld and reformulate the quantum theory in terms
of this eld.
In Section 5, we construct two other Poincare generators, i.e. the momentum and the
boost. We act in the same way as before with the Hamiltonian, namely we dene the
physical generators as those which are invariant under both topologically trivial and non-
trivial gauge transformations. We show that the algebra of the constructed generators is
not a Poincare one.
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In Section 6, we study the charge screening. We introduce external charges and cal-
culate (i) the energy of the ground state of the physical Hamiltonian with the external
charges and (ii) the current density induced by these charges.
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The eld  is 2{component Dirac spinor,
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In the temporal gauge A
0


































where E is a momentum canonically conjugate to A
1
.






























































is the classical right-handed fermionic current and (x) is a gauge
function.
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Due to the gauge invariance, the Hamiltonian density is not unique. On the con-











is an arbitrary Lagrange multiplier depending generally on eld variables and
their momenta, reduces to the Hamiltonian densityH
R






, and so both Hamiltonian densities are physically equivalent to each
other.











n; n 2 Z: (5)
We see that the gauge transformations under consideration are divided into topological






), then the gauge transformation
is topologically trivial and belongs to the n = 0 class. If n 6= 0 it is nontrivial and has
winding number n.










is a unique gauge-invariant quantity that can be constructed from the gauge eld [19, 20,





(x; t) = b(t);



















is invariant only under the topologically trivial gauge transformations. The gauge trans-
formations from the nth topological class shift b by
2
eL
n. By a non-trivial gauge trans-









The congurations b = 0 and b =
2
eL
are gauge equivalent, since they are connected by
the gauge transformation from the rst topological class. The gauge-eld conguration is





2.2 QUANTIZATION AND ANOMALY
The eigenfunctions and the eigenvalues of the rst quantized fermionic Hamiltonian are


























We see that the energy spectrum depends on b. For
ebL
2
= integer, the spectrum contains
the zero energy level. As b increases from 0 to
2
eL






of energy levels change sign. However, the spectrum at the congurations b = 0 and b =
2
eL
is the same, namely, the integers, as it must be since these gauge-eld congurations are











Now we introduce the second quantized right-handed Dirac eld. For the moment, we
will assume that d does not have zero eigenvalue. At time t = 0, in terms of the eigen-
functions of the rst quantized fermionic Hamiltonian the second quantized ({function





















are right-handed fermionic creation and annihilation operators























= (s; x; y); (7)
with all other anticommutators vanishing, where








s being large and positive. In the limit, when the regulator is removed, i.e. s = 0,
(s = 0; x; y) = Æ(x  y) and Eq. 7 takes the standard form.
The vacuum state of the second quantized fermionic Hamiltonian is dened such that
all negative energy levels are lled:
a
n
















are lled and the others are empty. Excited states are constructed by operating creation
operators on the Fock vacuum.
In the {function regularization scheme, we dene the action of the functional deriva-














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































: are well dened when acting on nitely excited states
which have only a nite number of excitations relative to the Fock vacuum.
To construct the quantized electromagnetic Hamiltonian, we rst introduce the Fourier

































































































(p 6= 0); (17)
















































If we multiply two operators that are nite linear combinations of the fermionic cre-
ation and annihilation operators, the {function regulated operator product agrees with
the naive product. However, if the operators involve innite summations their naive prod-
uct is not generally well dened. We then dene the operator product by mutiplying the
regulated operators with s large and positive and analytically continue the result to s = 0.




























; (p > 0): (20)






















































































































In non-anomalous gauge theory, Gauss law is considered to be valid for physical states
only. This identies physical states as those which are gauge-invariant. The problem
with the anomalous behaviour of the CSM, in terms of states in Hilbert space, is now






































































































































) is trivial, since it can be removed from 24 by a simple
redenition of U
0




( ) = expfi2
1














































i.e. the action of the topologically trivial gauge transformations represented by 25 is
unitary.







































This means that Gauss law can be maintained at the quantum level. We dene physical















is a quantum generator of the global gauge transformations of




jphys;Ai = 0: (28)
3.2 ADIABATIC APPROACH
Let us show now that we can come to the quantum constraints 27 and 28 in a dierent
way, using the adiabatic approximation [24, 25]. In the adiabatic approach, the dynamical
variables are divided into two sets, one which we call fast variables and the other which
we call slow variables. In our case, we treat the fermions as fast variables and the gauge
elds as slow variables.
Let A
1





dependent gauge eld A
1
(x; t) corresponds to a path and a periodic gauge eld to a closed
loop.





depends on t through the background gauge eld A
1
and so changes very slowly with
time. We consider next the periodic gauge eld A
1
(x; t)(0  t < T ) . After a time
T the periodic eld A
1
(x; t) returns to its original value: A
1
(x; 0) = A
1









: (T ) .









: (t)jF; A(t)i = "
F
(t)jF; A(t)i:









: (t)jvac; A(t)i = 0:
The Fock states jF; A(t)i depend on t only through their implicit dependence on A
1
. They
are assumed to be orthonormalized,
hF
0






The time evolution of the wave function of our system (fermions in a background









For each t, this wave function can be expanded in terms of the "instantaneous" eigenstates
jF; A(t)i .
Let us choose  
F
(0) = jF; A(0)i, i.e. the system is initially described by the eigenstate
jF; A(0)i . According to the adiabatic approximation, if at t = 0 our system starts in an




: (0), then it will remain, at any other instant of time t,





other words, in the adiabatic approximation transitions to other eigenstates are neglected.
Thus, at some time t later our system will be described up to a phase by the same





(t)  jF; A(t)i; (29)
where C
F
(t) is yet undetermined phase.













































For t = T , jF; A(T )i = jF; A(0)i ( the instantaneous eigenfunctions are chosen to be
periodic in time) and
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is Berry's phase [25].
If we dene the U(1) connection
A
F


























We see that upon parallel transport around a closed loop on A
1
the Fock state jF; A(t)i
acquires an additional phase which is integrated exponential of A
F




provides information about the duration of the evolution, the Berry's
phase reects the nontrivial holonomy of the Fock states on A
1
.






a globally single-valued basis for the eigenstates jF; A(t)i which is not available. The
connection 32 can be dened only locally on A
1
, in regions where [
ebL
2
] is xed. The
values of A
1
in regions of dierent [
ebL
2




] changes, then there is a nontrivial spectral ow , i.e. some of
energy levels of the rst quantized fermionic Hamiltonian cross zero and change sign.
This means that the denition of the Fock vacuum of the second quantized fermionic
Hamiltonian changes (see Eq. 8). Since the creation and annihilation operators a
y
; a
are continuous functionals of A
1
(x), the denition of all excited Fock states jF; A(t)i is
also discontinuous. The connection A
F
is not therefore well-dened globally. Its global
characterization necessiates the usual introduction of transition functions.
Furthermore, A
F
is not invariant under A{dependent redenitions of the phases of











For these reasons, to calculate 
Berry
F



















and then deduce A
F
.
For simplicity, let us compute the vacuum curvature tensor F
F=0
(x; y; t). Substituting
32 into 33, we get
F
F=0














  (x ! y)g; (34)





















we rewrite 34 as
F
F=0




































is quadratic in a
y
; a, only excited states of the type

















h(m  n) contribute to 35 which takes then the form
F
F=0




































































The corresponding U(1) connection is easily deduced as
A
F=0






































We see that in the limit L!1, when the second term in 37 may be neglected, the U(1)





























is a non-local part of the eective Lagrange density of the CSM [12].












jvac; A(t)i  A




































































However, this phase associated with the projective representation of the gauge group is









































































































(p; t)jvac; A(t)i = 0:
This justies the denition 27.































h : (0) :
that leads to 28.
Thus, both quantum constraints 27 and 28 can be realized in the framework of the
adiabatic approximation.
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4 PHYSICAL QUANTUM CSM
4.1 CONSTRUCTION OF PHYSICAL HAMILTONIAN
1. From the point of view of Dirac quantization, there are many physically equivalent
classical theories of a system with rst-class constraints. As mentioned, the origin of
such an ambiguity lies in a gauge freedom. For the classical CSM, the gauge freedom is
characterized by an arbitrary v
H
(x) in 4. If we use the Fourier expansion for v
H
(x), then


























) gives rise to the same weak equations
of motion as those deduced from H
R
, although the strong form of these equations may





) lead to dierent mathematical descriptions of the same physical situation.
To construct the quantum theory of any system with rst-class constraints, we usually
quantize one of the corresponding classical theories. All the possible quantum theories
constructed in this way are believed to be equivalent to each other.
In the case, when gauge degrees of freedom are anomalous, the situation is dierent:




















The quantum theory consistently describing the dynamics of the CSM should be denitely



























The conditions 40 can be considered as a system of equations for the Lagrange mul-
tipliers v^
H;





























































































































i.e. the last term in the right-hand side of 39 contributes only to the electromagnetic




































































The action of the topologically nontrivial gauge transformations on the states can be
















































is given by 23.
To identify the gauge transformation as belonging to the nth topological class we
use the index n in 42. The case n = 0 corresponds to the topologically trivial gauge
transformations.
The Fourier components of the fermionic current are transformed as
(p)! (p)   ( 1)
p
 n; (p > 0):
The composition law 24 is valid for the topologically nontrivial gauge transformations,






























Let jphys;A;ni be a physical state in which the integer part of
ebL
2







gjphys;A;ni = jphys;A;n+ 1i the integer part of
ebL
2
is equal n + 1,




















The vacuum state jvac;A;ni is dened as follows
a
m




jvac;A;ni = 0 for m < n+ 1; (43)
the levels with energy lower than "
R;n+1
being lled and the others being empty. While
the vacuum 8 is dened such that it is always the lowest energy state at any conguration
of the gauge eld, the vacuum 43 is the lowest energy state only when the global gauge
eld degree of freedom b satises the condition n 
ebL
2
 n+ 1, i.e. [
ebL
2
] = n .
Among all states jphys;Ai one may identify the eigenstates of the operators of the
physical variables. The action of the topologically nontrivial gauge transformations on
such states may, generally speaking, change only the phase of these states by a C{number,
since with any gauge transformations both topologically trivial and nontrivial, the oper-
ators of the physical variables and the observables cannot be changed. Using jphys; i to







gjphys; i = e
i
jphys; i; (44)















(so called {states [26, 27]), where jphys;Ai is an arbitrary physical state from 27.
In one dimension the {parameter is related to a constant background electric eld . To
show this, we introduce states which are invariant even against the topologically nontrivial
gauge transformations. Recalling that [
ebL
2
] is shifted by n under a gauge transformation










(p), and are also invariant under the




jphysi = 0: (47)





































i.e. the momentum ^
b






The quantum Hamiltonian invariant under the topologically trivial gauge transfor-





















are yet undetermined functions. The conditions 40 does not clearly x
these functions.
The Hamiltonian of the consistent quantum theory of the CSM should be invariant









































































3. If we apply the bosonization procedure, then the bosonized version of the regularized





































































































































We see that the line integral b not only represents the physical degrees of freedom of the






a background linearly rising electric
eld in which the physical degrees of freedom of the model are moving. On the states 46





















While the constant background electric eld is general in one-dimensional gauge models
dened on the circle, the linearly rising one is specic to the CSM [16].












that coincides with the expression given for the background electric eld strength in [16].
If we evaluate e
s



































































]'s correspond to the nonvanishing background charge density. More-
over, for non-zero [
ebL
2
] the fermionic physical degrees of freedom and b are not decoupled
in the physical Hamiltonian. Such decoupling for all values of [
ebL
2
] is known to occur in
the Schwinger model [21, 28]. It is just the background linearly rising electric eld that
couples b to the fermionic physical degrees of freedom.





















is non-relativistic that indicates the breakdown of relativistic invariance.
4.2 EXOTIZATION
Let us present now the procedure which we call exotization. We can formally decouple
the matter and gauge eld degrees of freedom by introducing the exotic statistics matter
eld [17].


























































(x) = 0; (52)
where F(x; y) 
2
L















(x) ) anticommutes with itself, i.e. behaves as
a fermionic eld.













































































































Let us introduce the new Fock vacuum jvac;Ai dened as
~a
n


























































The new operators ~(n) and the old ones (n) are connected in the following way:


































The old creation and annihilation operators act on the new Fock vacuum by the rule:
a
n




jvac;Ai = 0 for n  0:
If we compare the old and the new Fock vacuum states, then we see a shift of the level
that separates the lled levels and the empty ones. The new Fock vacuum is dened such
that the levels with energy lower than (or equal to) the energy of the level n = 0 are lled
and the others are empty, i.e. the background charge is incorporated in the new Fock
vacuum.



















































































































appears after solving the constraint 47. The operators

tot








are invariant under both topologically trivial and nontrivial gauge transformations.
Thus, the physical quantum CSM can be formulated in two equivalent ways. In the
rst way, the matter elds are fermionic and coupled nontrivially to the global gauge-eld
degree of freedom. In the second way, the matter and gauge-eld degrees of freedom
are decoupled in the Hamiltonian, but the matter elds acquire exotic statistics. It is
the background-matter interaction that leads to exotic statistics of the matter elds.























































































i.e. at the classical level, these generators obey the Poincare algebra.



































Using the Fourier expansions 6, 16 and the quantum Gauss law constraint 27, we rewrite

































As the Hamiltonian, the momentum generator is not unique. We act in the same way as














































The condition 57 x v^
P;
and makes the momentum operator invariant under the topo-












































) from Eq. 59 and substituting them into 58, we









































































(p) being given by Eqs. 12 and 17 correspondingly.
The physical quantum boost generator can be constructed in the same way as the

















































































































2. Let us now construct the algebra of the physical Hamiltonian, momentum and boost
generators. Since the relativistic invariance is broken, this algebra is not denetely a
Poincare one. We neglect, for the moment, the global gauge-eld degree of freedom




























































































dier from those of Poincare algebra. In terms of H(p);P(p);K(p; q) (p; q are nonzero)






















































































(p) can be interpreted respectively as the creation and annihilation
operators for a particle of momentum h
2
L
p and energy h"
R
(p).
If the global gauge-eld degree of freedom contribution is taken into account, then
the translational invariance is also lost. Indeed, the total matter Hamiltonian 54 is not



















































All three commutators of the Poincare algebra are therefore broken. The spectrum of the
model is nonrelativistic, and there is no mass in this spectrum.
3. In the limit L!1, when the model is dened on the line R
1
, b vanishes and the
gauge eld does not possess any physical degree of freedom.
The physical Hamiltonian and momentum commute. Two other commutation rela-
tions of the Poincare algebra are broken. As before with L nite , the reason for the
breaking of the relativistic invariance is anomaly or , more exactly, the fact that the local
gauge symmetry is realized projectively.
For L !1, we can however construct the states which are simultaneous eigenstates
of the Hamiltonian and momentum. The corresponding eigenvalues are connected in a
relativistic way and allow us to interpret these states as massive [11].
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6 Charge Screening
Let us introduce a pair of external charges, namely, a positive charge with strength q at
x
0
and a negative one with the same strength at y
0
. The external current density is
j
ex;0

































= 0. The Lagrangian density of the CSM changes as follows





The classical CSM with the external charges added can be quantized in the same way as










































































































)jphys;A; exi = 0:
The external charges change also the Fock vacuum. We have the following denition for
















) = 0; for p > 0: (62)
The physical quantum matter Hamiltonian invariant under the both topologically trivial
















































being given again by Eq. 54.
We consider two dierent cases. 1. Let us neglect the global gauge-eld degree of








































































The ground state of this Hamiltonian diers from the vacuum one 62 and is dened as

ex
(p)jground; exi = 0;
hex; groundj
ex
( p) = 0; p > 0:










































































































i.e. the Yukawa potential.


















































The induced current density is a sum of the current densities induced by the each charge.













and damps exponentially as x goes far from x
0
, so the external charges are screened
globally. If we are far away from the external charges , we can not nd them.
2. Let us now take into account the gauge-eld contribution and consider the total































































































































The ground state of the total matter Hamiltonian satises
~
ex
(p)jground; exi = 0;
hex; groundj~
ex
( p) = 0; for p > 0:












































































































































































The last term in 65 is the same for all values of x and induced by the global gauge-eld






























The second term here is very small for large, but nite L. At the same time, it increases




We have shown that the anomaly inuences essentially the physical quantum picture of
the CSM. For the model dened on S
1
, when the gauge eld has a global physical degree
of freedom, the left{ right asymmetric matter content results in the background linearly
rising electric eld or ,equivalently, in the exotic statistics of the physical matter eld.
This is a new physical eect caused just by the anomaly and absent in the standard
Schwinger model.
The anomaly leads also to the breaking of the relativistic invariance. We have con-
structed the Poincare generators and shown that their algebra is not a Poincare one. The
spectrum of the physical Hamiltonian is not relativistic and does not contain a massive
boson.
Next, the external charges are not screened. Owing to the global gauge-eld degree
of freedom contribution to the physical Hamiltonian, the current density induced by the
external charges doers not vanish globally. Thus, such phenomena as the dynamical mass
generation and the total screening of charges characteristic for the Schwinger model do
not take place for the CSM on S
1
.
For the CSM dened on R
1
, the physical quantum picture diers from that on S
1
.
The gauge eld has not any physical degree of freedom, and the background electric eld
disappears. The current density induced by the external charges damps exponentially far
away from them. The external charges are then globally screened.
The anomaly manifests itself only in the breaking of the relativistic invariance. How-
ever, the theory is invariant under space translations. As shown in [11], [12], this allows us
to construct the massive states which are simultaneous eigenstates of the physical Hamil-
tonian and momentum. The screening of the external charges and the dynamical mass
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Appendix
i) In this appendix we prove the commutation relations 18 { 20. We start with the
commutation relation 18. It can be established in dierent ways [19, 28]. Here we derive






































Since the commutator [(m); (n)]
 
is a C{number, we calculate it by taking the corre-

































































































































  hk +m; Rj
d
db



















































































































































(m) = 2m, so we nally come to the Eqs. 20.

























































; (p > 0):
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